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Louisiana State University 
Communicated by T. Hida 
Let (L’)jj and (L2)6 be the spaces of generalized Brownian functionals of the 
white noises j and 6, respectively. A Fourier transform from (L*)jj into (L’); is 
defined by @(b;) = jy, : exp[-i JR b(t) j(r) dr] :h q(k) d,u(&, where : :i denotes the 
renormalization with respect to b’ and ,u is the standard Gaussian measure on the 
space Y* of tempered distributions. It is proved that the Fourier transform carries 
&)-differentiation into multiplication by id(t). The integral representation and the 
action of $I as a generalized Brownian functional are obtained. Some examples of 
Fourier transform are given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 9 be the Schwartz space of rapidly decreasing real functions on R. 
The dual space Y* of 9 consists of tempered distributions. Obviously, we 
have the following continuous inclusions: 
YcL*(lR)LY*. 
By the Bochner-Minlos theorem [ 1, p. 3501, there exists a probability 
measure ,u on Y* such that 
where ]] . I] denotes the L*(R)-norm. Since for each < E 9, (e, <) is normally 
distributed with mean 0 and variance ]]<]I*, the probability space (9*,,u) 
can be regarded as a realization of Brownian white noise a. Thus, we will 
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use either x or B to denote the element of .Y *. Moreover, B(t, x) = 
(x3 1 ,l,,o,,vol), t E R, is a Brownian motion. 
Hida’s theory on Brownian and generalized Brownian functionals is the 
study of functionals defined on .Y’*. See, e.g., Hida [2,4] and the references 
there. In [2, p. 59; 4, p. 2921, Hida has proposed to introduce a “Fourier 
transform” which carries B(t)-differentiation into multiplication by is(t). 
Such a Fourier transform will be very useful for causal calculus and 
stochastic partial differential equations. The purpose of this paper is to 
introduce this Fourier transform and to prove some of its properties. In the 
definition of Fourier transform we use the notion of renormalization [lo]. 
Consequently, the Fourier transform maps the space of generalized 3rownian 
functionals into itself. 
2. INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION 
The Hilbert space L*(Y*) of Brownian functionals has the following 
well-known Wiener-It0 decomposition theorem: 
where K, is the space of n th homogeneous chaos. 
Define a transform & acting on L*(Y *) by 
The basic tool in the study of Brownian functionals is the following integraf 
representation theorem for the homogeneous chaos [4, p. 1411: For each 
~JJ E K,, there exists a function FE E’(R’) (symmetric L*(lR”)-functions) 
such that 
and the correspondence cp + F from K, into L*(lR”) is bijective. Moreover, 
for rp and w  in K, represented by F and G, respectively, there holds 
(cp, v/> = n!(F, G). 
Remark. Suppose ~JJ in K, is represented by F. Then v, is the multiple 
Wiener integral of F, i.e., 
p(x) = j ,; j F(t, ,..., tn) dB(t,, x) +-. dB(t,, x). 
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Now, the Wiener-It0 decomposition theorem and the integral represen- 
tation theorem enable us to define the generalized Brownian functionals and 
the space of test functionals as follows. Let Hm(iR”) be the Sobolev space of 
order m on R”, and set Z?m(lF?n)=Hm(R”)~~2(R”). Let fi-m(R”) be the 
dual space of fim(lRn) so that we have the triple fim(lR”) ce*(lR”)c 
fi-m(W’). Define 
K;’ = d - ’ 
I 
PC(<) j ,; j F(t, ,..., t,) ((t,) . . . ((t,,) dr, . . . dt,; 
and 
K;-“’ =6-l 
I 
PC(<) j ;; jF(rI,..., t,)<(t,) .-. <(t,)dt, -.a dt,; 
FE jpI+l)/*(p) 1. 
Endow the norm structure on Kr’ and ,i-“) so that we have the following 
diagram: 
jp) 
n c K, = n 
K’- ?I) 
I I I 
(1) 
q&p+ I)/2 (IF?“) c jjiw(R”) c fiA-(n+‘)‘*(Rn), 
where the vertical double-headed arrows are isomorphisms under the 
correspondence v, and F. Defme 
(the space of test functionals) 
and 
(P- = 2 @Icy’ 
n=o 
(generalized Brownian functionals). 
Obviously, we have the following triple: 
(L*)+ cL*(Y*) c (P-. 
For more details on generalized Brownian functionals and examples, see 
Hida [2-51, Kubo and Takenaka [6,7] and Streit and Hida [lo]. 
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3. RENORMALIZATION 
The Fourier transform which we will define in Section 5 is a map A from 
(L’)- into itself, We will use B and d to denote the variables in the domain 
and range spaces, respectively, of the Fourier transform. And, whenever 
there is confusion, we will use sub-j or sub-d to denote which variable the 
operation is being taken. For instance, Kg denotes the transform F with 
respect to j-variable. 
The trick in defining Fourier transform with the desired property 
mentioned in Section 1 is to renormalize 
[ j 
rp = exp -i d(t) a(t) dt 
R I 
with respect to the d-variable. 
Let rr = {dk} be a partition of R and define 
qZ=exp [-iSa, ($f-)Ak], ak=B(fk), t,EA,. 
Note that A,b = (x, l& Thus, cp, can be rewritten as 
% = exp -‘c uk @& ek) , 
k I 
where ek = 1,,/&, k > 1, form an orthonormal system in L2(R). A direct 
computation shows easily that 
In order to remove the bad term Ck aid, as mesh(n) + 0, we need to renor- 
malize q,, i.e., to consider q~,/Ep,. Observe that 
Therefore, 
-+ C(v) exp 
[j 
8(t) v(t) dt . 
R 1 
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Note that 
C(v) exp 
[ 
j J@ r(t) dt R 1 
= go i”c(q) j ,; j qd(t,) -.a @t,) q(tl) ... r,(t,,) dt, . . . dt, (2) 
and that 
a.e. p(d). 
Remark. Note that J” .a* .fIRn8(tl) ... @t,)F(t,,..., t,)dt, . . . dt, is not a 
multiple Wiener integral. In fact, 
c I ;; F(t ,,..., t,) dB(t,) 0.. dB(t,) 
=P, -ti(t,)F(t, ,..., t,)dt, a.. dt, , 
where P, is the orthogonal projection of L*(Y’*) onto the n th homogeneous 
chaos K,. 
DEFINITION 1. The renormalization of exp[-i SIR d(t) d(t) dt] with 
respect to b-variable, denoted by : exp [-i SIR b’(t) i(t) dt) :b, is the generalized 
Brownian functional O(8) such that 
It is easy to see from the above discussion that 0 is a measurable map 
from ,ip* into (L*)r . Moreover, from (1) and (2), we have the following: 
LEMMA 1. Zf cp E Kf’p is represented by F, then 
(@), (0) = (-i>” j ,; 1’ i(t,) a.. ti(t,) F(t, ,..., t,) dt, a.. dt,. 
Remark. It can be checked easily that if (D E (L*)t, then (O(j), q) E 
(L 2);. 
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4. B(f)-DIFFERENTIATION AND B(t)-MULTIPLICATION 
In Hida’s theory of causal calculus {B(t); t E R} is used as a continuum 
system of coordinates in the space P’* in order to take the time propagation 
into account. Thus, it is desirable to define the differentiation a,,,, with 
respect to B(t)-coordinate, t fixed, and the multiplication by B(t). 
Suppose rp E K, is represented by F. Let U(r) = J’ a.. .fUnF(t,,..., t,) 
4td *-* mJ dt, *a* dt,. Hida has defined ~3d~,,q1 (see, e.g., [4, p. 2901) by 
t3g,,,q(Ii) = a-‘(i”-‘C(c) U;(& t))(B), 
where Ui(& t) is the functional derivative of U(r). In [9] we showed that 
where 6, is the Dirac measure at t and 9’ is formally the Frechet derivative 
of (p. See [9] for the detailed discussion. 
. . 
The adlomt operator aa,,, * is defined by 
LEMMA 2. (a) Suppose q~ E Kff” is represented by F. Then a~~,,‘p E 
KF’l” is represented by nF(. ,..., ., t). 
(b) Suppose rp E Kb-“’ is represented by F. Then a&,q E K$;:“““’ is 
represented by 6,& F, the symmetrization of 6, @ F(u, ,..., u,, ,) = 
4@,+ 1) W, T-..> u,). 
Remark. akn is an annihilation operator and a$,, is a creation operator. 
Proof. (a) follows from the fact that if 
U(l)=j ,; jF(u,,...,~,)&+) 1.. 4u,,)du, .a. du,, 
then the functional derivative U;(<; t) is given by 
To show (b), suppose w  E Ky8i” is represented by G. Then by (1) and (a) of 
this lemma, we have 
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((P, 4ifo v) = n! j a;.’ j F(u, ,..., u,)(n + 1) G(u, ,..., u,, t) du, .a. du, 
x G(ul,...,un+Jdul .a- du,+l. 
Hence, a,*,,,q is represented by 6,6 F. 
DEFINITION 2. The multiplication by B(t) is defined by 8’(t) v, = ag(,,,u, + 
a;i*cn~ for Q in the domain of adCl,, in particular, for Q in (L’)+. 
Actually, this definition is motivated by the following formal derivation by 
using the integration by parts formula [8]: 
LEMMA 3. Suppose FE H(“+l)‘z(IR”) and 
q@) = j -.; j Ii(t,) . . . l@,) F(t, ,..., fn) dt, . . . dr, . 
Then 
Remark. This lemma can be checked easily by using the formal 
expression 6*,,,ti(u) = 6,(u) (see [9]). 
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P~OO$ We check only the case F(t,,..., t,,) =fi(fl) . ..f.(f,). Then 
p(B) = @,f,) ... @,f,). Hence 
This yields the assertion of the lemma. 
LEMMA 4. Let S@) = : exp[ -i SIR b(u) i’(u) du] :i. Then for any 
v E (L’),i, G&WO, v> = i(@), &f> CD>. 
Proof: It is sufficient to prove the lemma for rp in Kj$. Suppose ~1 is 
represented by F. Then by Lemmas 1 and 3, we have 
%ow)~ v> 
=n(-i)“i’lFinllj‘~(~I)...8(1,1--1)F(f ,,..., t,-,,t)dt,.aadt,p,. (4) 
On the other hand, by Lemma 2, ahCt,q and a&,a, are represented by 
nF(.,..., a, t) and 6,& F, respectively. Therefore, by Lemma 1, we get 
(@)9 %n IO> 
= n(-i)“-’ 1 ,;:, 18(tl) ..a &(t,-,) F(t, ,..., fnpl, t) dt, .a. dt,- 1 
and 
v@h G&Q 
(5) 
=(-i)“+‘~Rn;,!‘~(tl)...~(t,+,)S,(f”+l)F(t,,...,t~)dt, . ..dt.+, 
= (-i)“’ ’ j(t) 1 ;; ( &tJ a* a a(t,) F(t, ,..., t,) dt, . . . dt, 
= -iti( qo). 
Therefore, from (4), (5) and (6), we have 
i(Wh Gt) co> = i(e@), Q, co> + i(6@), a$,, 9) 
= -n(-i)” 1 d;‘, jd(t,) ... ti(t,-,) 
x F(t 1, . . . . t,-1, t) dt, ..a dt,-, + ti(t)(f@), cp) 
= -4d@), 4 + %)wh (0) 
= 4t,<e@>9 ul>. 
(6) 
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5. FOURIER TRANSFORM 
DEFINITION 3. For v, E (L’);, the Fourier transform $3 of q is defined 
by 
fj(d) = ly, : exp [-iJR d(u)B(u) du] :&q(3) r&(8). 
We will continue to use S(8) to denote : exp[-i JR d(u) B(u) du] :i. The 
above definition is interpreted as follows: C$ E (L2)i such that 
(4% w> = 1,. (et@, v> rp(@ dd) 
= (cpl (@>Y w>>v w  E (L2),$. 
Note that by the remark following Lemma 1, (B(B), w) E (L2)z for II/ in 
(L 2);. 
THEOREM 1. (a&,) fp)- (6) = id(t) @(6). 
Remark. This theorem says that the Fourier transform carries h(t)- 
differentiation into multiplication by id(t). Thus, we have the following 
commutative diagram: 
(L2)B L (L2)F 
I 
aLk,1 
I 
ibtf) 
(L2)B A (Lpi 
Proof Let w  E (L2)l. Then, by Lemma 4, 
a&,(e@), W> = @@), d(f) w). 
Therefore, for all I,# E (L2)l, 
((~~,,,PL W) = (h,,,~~ wb w)) 
= (P, 4L,v@)~ ~4) 
= (r~, iw9, d(t) w)) 
= (4, e) w) 
= (id(t) 4, ly). 
Hence, (a,,,, o)- (d) = id(t) G(6). 
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LEMMA 5. If a, E (L’);, then 
Remark. Note that exp@, ?,I) E (I,‘);. Thus, the integral in the theorem 
really means the pairing between (I!,*); and (L*)i . 
Proof. This follows from the fact that 
THEOREM 2. If q E K!,ri’ is represented by F, then 
(@WI) = j ;; jF(t,,..., f,) v(b) 0.. ~(4,) dt, .-. 4,. 
Proof. By a direct computation, we obtain 
(Kge ‘* (B 9(t) = C(t) C(v)-’ exdG rl)ls 
Therefore, 
(K~e”*9’)(() 
= w  C(tl> - l 2 
n=O 
=C(OC(rl)-’ 2 in-$,( a;; jv(t,)-e. rt(4JG,) a-. W,,)dt, ..-dt,. 
n=o 
Hence, by (1 ), we have 
= n! 
I I ;; c(v)- ’ $ rt(b> - -. Q’(L) F(t, ,a.., t,) dt, 
. . . dt, 
=C(q)-‘j ‘,; jF(t 1 ,..., c,) q(tl) 9-e q(r,) df, .-. dt,. 
(7) 
The theorem follows from the last equality and Lemma 5. 
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THEOREM 3. Let ~0 E (L*)B. Then for w E Kzb represented by F, we 
have 
($, w) = (-i)” i,* (j ;;; j I+,) e-0 l&J F(u, ,..., u,J du, ..a du,$ 
x (o@> d/4@. 
Proof. By Lemma 5, 
= C(v) f i” j ;; j 7 G(u, ,..., u,) I .+. q(u,) du, .a. du,, 
n=o 
where G(u, ,..., 4) = L* &uJ --- j(u,) ~(8) dp(&). Therefore, by (l), we 
have 
(9, w) = n! j a;,’ jy G(u, ,..., u,J F(u, ,..., UJ du, .+. du, 
= (-i)” j9, (j ;;; j@uJ .a. @u,) F(u, ,..., u,) du, ..a du,) 
x P@> d/4@. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose Q E K,,g and w E K,J are represented by F and 
G, respectively. Then 
($6 w> = 0 if m>n 
= (-i)” n!(F, G) if m=n. 
Remark. This theorem holds also for cp E Kk$’ and v E KEb. In this 
case, (F, G) is the pairing between k’“““‘(R’) and @‘t”‘2(lRn). 
Proof. This theorem can be proved by using either Theorem 2 or 3. Let 
us use Theorem 3. Thus, we have 
(6 w) = (-i)” (j ;; j l&,) *-. d(u,) G(u ,,..., u,) du, ... du,, p). 
Let P, be the orthogonal projection of L*(Y*) onto K, . Then P,Y, = cp. 
Note that if m > n, then 
pm I 5 ,; N4) . . . d(u,) G(u, ,..., UJ du, ... du, = 0, 
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and if m = n, then 
I’, 1. ,, j$u,) ... I+,) G(u, ,..., u,) du, ... du, 
. 
= . . . 
J I 
iRn _ G(u,, . . . . u,) dB(u,) -.a do 
(see the remark preceding Definition 1). Therefore, (4, w) = 0 if m > n. 
When m = n, 
(6, w) = (-i)” (1 ,; .I’ G&v.., u,) dB(u,) a.. dB(u,), 9) 
= (-i)” n!(F, G). 
Here we have used (1) and the remark in Section 2. 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose a, = JJzZO P, E (L*)B and w = CzEO v,, E 
(L*)l with 9” E KLyi’ and w,, E KEb being represented by F, and G,, 
respectively. Then 
($, I,V) = F (-i)” n!(Fn‘,, G,). 
nio 
6. EXAMPLES 
In order to give examples of Fourier transform of generalized Brownian 
functionals, we need a theorem about generalized multiple Wiener integrals. 
Let H,(x; a’) be the Hermite polynomial of degree n with parameter u. Let 
M,(dt) = II&(t); l/dt) dt. Define 
M,,(dt,) . .a. . Mnk(dtk) = f’ M,j(dtj), if tj’s are distinct 
j=l 
= 0, otherwise. 
THEOREM 5 (Hida [3]). If FE I? (k+ “‘2(iR k), then the generalized 
multiple Wiener integral 
defines an element in Kh-“’ and 
@34)(v) = nynj! -C(q) I’ .;; f F(ul,..., uk) q(uJ’ ..a ?/(u~)‘~ du, ... du,. 
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Remark. Hida stated the theorem for FE fick”)‘*(IRk). However, it is 
also true for FE &‘“““‘(lRk). Moreover, note that 
= 2” 
I I 
;d; W,, t, ,a.., t,, t,)M,(dt,) . -.+ . i%f,(dt,), (8) 
where &u, ,..., u*,,) is the symmetrization of 6(u, - u,) ..a 8(u2”-, - u*,,). 
THEOREM 6. Let v, E K:;t’ be represented by F. Then 
where F(:(u, ,..., u*~+~) is the symmetrization of 6(u, -u,) ..a 6(u,,-, -u,,) 
J’(u 2nt 1 )***) U2n+k >* 
Proof. By Theorem 2, we have 
64)(tl) 
= c(V)eXP[l/rl/1*/2]( *;; jF(t,,..., fk)tf(f,) *** tl@kjdt, *** dtk 
= c('i') nzo $t j  ,,$ jF(tn+,,..., b+k) 'I&)* *** 
x ?(t,)‘?‘(ht+,) **I fl’?,+ddt, *‘- dfn+k 
where &u, ,..., u 2n+k) is the symmetrization of 6(u, - u2) ... 8(4-, - ~4~“) 
F("2n+l,*-, U2n+k)' H ence, by Theorem 5 and the injectiveness of ghd, we have 
C$ given as in the theorem. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let q@) E 1. By Lemma 5 and (7), (K$)(v) = 1. 
Therefore, by the proof of Theorem 6, 
$= z. g j .a. j&u ,,..., u2,JM,(du,) . .a- . M,(du2,). 
IR2n 
683/12/3-t! 
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In view of (8), 4 can be also expressed as 
EXAMPLE 2. Let q(B) = (B, &,), & E 9. It is easy to check that v, is 
represented by &. Therefore, by Theorem 6, Q is given by 
where I; is the symmetrization of a@, - uZ) +a. @,,-, - uzn) ro(Q,+ I). 
EXAMPLE 3. La P@> = fu@, &Jfl)9 where Hk is the Hermite 
polynomial of degree k. ~1 is represented by (Jz>k to @ .a. @ To (k times). 
Therefore, by Theorem 6, I$ is given by 
where F(u,,..., Uz,,+& ) is the symmetrization of S(u, -u,) *.a 6(u,,,-, - u*,,) 
tO(“,,+,) “’ tO(%n+k)’ 
EXAMPLE 4. Let q@) = (J(t) H,@(t); l/dt) dt. It follows from 
Theorem 5 that v, is represented by 
Hence, by Theorem 6, q? is given by 
FM,(du,) . *.. l M,(df&+k)r 
where F(ul,..., u2,,+& ) is the symmetrization of S(u, - UJ .a. &u,,-, - u,,) 
b-(f) h(%+ I) *** ‘%(“2n+k)dt* 
EXAMPLE 5. Let 
where F(u, ,..., uZn+ 1 ) is the symmetrization of 6(u, - u,) a*a 6(~,,-, - f&) 
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Therefore, the Fourier transform of 9 is 
O(Q = (6 to). 
Example 6. Let 9(a) = exp [ iA@ + 1*/2df] 
malization of exp[iA&(t)] and 
(%9)(<) = C(t) ex+-W~)l 
(see [5]). 9 is the renor- 
On the other hand, from the proof of Theorem 2, we have 
(&-@q(~) 
Therefore, 
= C(v)-’ exp[iA@)]. 
Hence, by Lemma 5, we get 
Kd)(tl) = evWdO1. 
Note that from Example 4 with f = 6, 
Therefore, 
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Hence, by Example 4, we obtain the Fourier transform of rp 
where F(u, ,..., u 2n+k) is the symmetrization of 6(u, - UJ . . . 6(u,,,-, - z+“) 
W al+*) *‘* 4(%l,k). 
EXAMPLE 7. Let u, = : exp[i (J(t) &(t)* dt] : (see [lo]). The integral 
representation of a, is 
E&W) = C(t) exp 
[ 
JR ~(0 W)* dt 9 1 
where p(t) = if(t)[- 1 + 2if(t)] - ‘. By a similar computation as in Example 6, 
we have 
On the other hand, let 
By Theorem 5, qk is represented by 
@P)" (u r ,..., uik) G the symmetrization of 
P(~,>~t~, -"2)P(u3)6(u3 -U4)"'P(U2k-I)8(U2k-1 -hk)' 
Hence, by Theorem 2, we obtain 
@-dk)(v) = jR P(f) rl@)* dr)*. 
Therefore, from (9) and (lo), 
Note that (pk E KTktjj. Hence, by Theorem 6, we get 
(10) 
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where F(uI ,..., uZn+J is the symmetrization of 6(u, - uZ) .s. 6(u,,-, - z+,J 
m- hz+ 19**-9 4n+d 
Therefore, 
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